
Cards

Tell a Trusted Adult - a  gentle resource supporting

early learning educators to explore safety with

children in fun and effective ways.

Strength Cards for Kids - a tailor-made resource for

talking with children about their strengths.

Anxiety Solutions for Kids -  50 simple, practical,

creative, fun activities for anxious or worried children

to explore to see what might work best for them.

Cars R Us - a tool for problem solving, social skills

training and building emotional intelligence, using

cars as a metaphor for behaviours.

Body Signals - a marvellous mob of meerkats who

help children tune into and identify their body signals

and build the language to describe them.

Tactile

Stickers - 388 little stickers that can say a lot and be

used in many ways, settings and activities.

Book

Rosy and Jack - a story showing parents/carers that

children respond differently to trauma. 

Invite the children to select a card and

ask, What car are you today?

Also, What do you need to keep your

car going?

Also: Who's driving your car? Where

are you going?

Also: What car would you like to be?

How can we help you be that car?

Select 6 cards and ask, What

is the toucan noticing? Is

there someone being a good

friend? Is there someone who

needs help? 

Also: Pick the card that shows

what you would like to be

doing - by yourself, with

friends, with family?

Also: What happens when

you don't .... eg share?

Use the cards for describing body

signals, and talking about what it

feel like to be safe, for example,

use the cards showing pleasant

feelings and ask: What do you

think this child is feeling?

Use the other cards to ask: What's

happening here? What do you

see?  What else is in the pictures?

Do you ever feel this way?

Also: Who are the adults you tell

when you don’t feel safe?

Use the activity cards to get

children moving for example,

play Apple Cheeks, Circle and

Tap, Play Catch, There and

Back

Also: tailor the cards to suit 

 each child's  learning style, for

example Laugh Like a Lion,

also Counting Colours, and

Word Flash 

Invite children to choose

a sticker that shows how

their very best day feels.

Make a book using the

stickers.

Also:  use to map how a

child feels about the

session that has just

ended. 

Use the cads to talk about

safety, for example, ask: Can you

find the Meerkats who feel safe?

Mixing things up - Select a

Meerkat body signal that

doesn't feel nice. Can you find an

Anxiety Solutions that may calm

that body signal?  

Also: If you had to make up a

name for one of these body

signals, what would it be?

trauma informed
care pack ideas

See the card set booklets 

for more ideas!

See the card set booklets

Early Years

Parents and carers may

want to read this story to

gain some insight into the

behaviours that children

may display if they have

experience trauma.


